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Phenomenology (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy) https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/phenomenology

Phenomenology (philosophy) - Wikipedia https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phenomenology_(philosophy)

Phenomenology (from Greek φαινόμενον, phainómenon “that which appears” and λόγος, logos “study”) is the philosophical study of the structures of experience and...

The Syntax Of Time: The Phenomenology Of Time In ... https://excrements.info/The-Syntax-Of-Time-The-Phenomenology-Of

The Phenomenology of Spirit - Wikipedia https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Phenomenology_of_Spirit

The Phenomenology of Spirit (German: Phänomenologie des Geistes) is Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel’s most widely discussed philosophical work; its German title can be translated as either The Phenomenology of Spirit or The Phenomenology ...


There are three main types of Phenomenology: Realist Phenomenology (or Realistic Phenomenology): Husserl's early formulation, based on the first ...

phenomenology and logic

Her study shows Husserl's phenomenology to be a method capable of both shedding light on and internally criticizing scientific practices and concepts. Edmund Husserl belongs to a lineage of

husserl and mathematics

Hegel was at Jena, teaching and finishing the Phenomenology of Spirit. It is difficult for most of us not to be discommoded when we read, in Hegel's Science of Logic (1812-16), that "logic must

doctoral committee meetings

But phenomenology as a method did not necessarily entail realist. But in this case, as in others, his fine-grained approach seems to affirm a logic of ideas rather than provide a historical

archaic and ambiguity in intellectual history

I've always favored Nagel's approach because it emphasizes phenomenology: the subjective properties of conscious experience, such as why a visual experience has the form, structure

psychology today

Many studies of Marcus have appeared over the intervening years and several of his students have tried to carry his ideas forward, but until now no systematic study of Marcus has addressed his role

walking on two legs: on the very possibility

His areas of specialization are 20th Century Continental Philosophy (esp. Phenomenology), and his areas of competence are Early Modern Philosophy (esp. Kant), Metaphysics, Logic. He will be teaching

incoming faculty and visitors

The University at Buffalo Department of Philosophy congratulates our alumnus, Jonathan J. Sanford, PhD (Buffalo), on being named by the University of Dallas Board of Trustees as the institution’s 10th

j.j. sanford named 10th president of university of dallas

We start with sentential logic and discuss methods of constructing truth tables. The importance of a reading of Kant for Husserlian phenomenology cannot be overestimated. Husserl's interpretation

the new school for social research

This proved to be another dead-end because outside of pure mathematics and logic (both of which were of linguistics (analysis of language) and phenomenology (the meaning of phenomena in

history of western philosophy


faculty activities

He sees coming a society whose heartbeat is paced by the inexorable logic of total efficiency in service to the emancipation of greed, a society whose future portends a "justice." It was the young

sojourns in the new world: reflections on technology

The social phenomenology of Schutz. This virtuous cycle is reinforced by the use of a precautionary logic. As Hagerty, [14] notes, precaution emphasizes the worst eventualities.

do expert assessments converge?

This course is available on the BSc in Philosophy and Economics, BSc in Philosophy, Logic and Scientific Method French and East European Phenomenology; Wittgenstein and philosophy of language

(b)

european literature and philosophy

Through observing the independence of his self-otherization into the object he can, to play with the language of the Science of Logic [ii] Hegel, Georg. Phenomenology of Spirit.

the world-historic shift labor undergoes in hegel's philosophy


has van fraassen : the scientific image

This chapter offers a critical phenomenology of the national territorial state in as private entities have come to define state-making within a competitive market logic and to promote smaller,

state theory and andean politics: new approaches to the study of rule

In Body/Self/Other: The Phenomenology of Social Encounters. Edited by Danielle Petherbridge and Luna Dolezal. SUNY Press. Forthcoming 2015. (All contribution double blind reviewed). *Memory,

donald a. landes, phd

In the twentieth century the Department was noted for its orientation to phenomenology under the leadership of Marvin Farber, who edited the journal Philosophy and Phenomenological Research for

department history

He has also written a commentary on Hegel's Phenomenology of Spirit (2002), and a collection of his papers under the title Hegelian Metaphysics was published in 2009. On contemporary philosophy, he

Robert stern

Corey Beckford holds a bachelor's degree in philosophy from Lake Forest College. His current areas of interest include hermeneutics; the phenomenology of stand-up comedy; continental philosophy,

2019 master's cohort

Guilia Casini Giulia works in Philosophy of Language and Logic. Her main interests are Conditionals the Frankfurt School (particularly its engagement with theology), and phenomenology. Jingbo Hu

current phd researchers

Expertise encompasses logic, applied ethics, phenomenology, and philosophy of science, mathematics and medicine. Philosophy units Arts Physics With high teaching standards and modern science at the

create your programme


john capps

For philosopher Oswaldo Porchat, a retired professor from USP and the founder of Unicamp's Logic and Epistemology Center (CLE show points of contact and common roots between the French
I am more interested in phenomenology, and how that kind of aligns with the productive labor that feeds the logic of capital. Businesses is maybe at a standstill - but there is a production

There are spaces aligned horizontally or vertically according to scenographic or acrobatic logic. There are spatial mobilities. After discussing the circle phenomenology, the different attitudes

While working on recreating an "ancient" (read: 60-year-old) logic circuit type known as resistor-transistor logic, Tim stumbled across a circuit with an unexpected oscillation. The

A philosophy degree in which you'll evaluate complex problems, identify and examine underlying principles, investigate issues from diverse perspectives, and clearly communicate your point of view.

In this course, students will practice the skills involved in "critical thinking" - the process by which they develop and support their beliefs and evaluate the strength of arguments. Students will

This year-long course prepares students for graduate level work in the RTC program and introduces them to the fields of scholarly inquiry covered by graduate faculty. The course is designed both as

The point was not to add a touch of color or authenticity to a whole of facts clearly established; the point was to use an irreplaceable source for understanding the extermination camps, for

The aim of this course is to explore some general trends in modern sociological theory by focusing on the way in which agency-structure linkages are conceptualized in three major traditions: the

To be concerned with ancient Greek philosophy is to be concerned with philosophy's beginning. It is commonly acknowledged that philosophy, as it developed in the Western tradition, originated in

Comparative developmental evidence indicates that reorganizations in developmental gene regulatory networks (GRNs) underlie evolutionary changes in animal morphology, including body plans.

The dynamic of deglobalization re-emerged with the pandemic. The accumulation of vaccines in ten developed countries is a scandal that contradicts the logic of globalization. I have various
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